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thank you so much for contributing this excellent work. i don't care that the airport terminal is not
the most recent one -- the older one has its own charm. retro is good! a couple of people who've
been to ibiza say that the town is like what they remember. now i want to visit it in real life. :-) it
certainly is a nice location for a sight seeing flight. the brand new version of ibiza is here! ibiza x

evolution by simwings for fsx, fsx:se and p3d is a completely new developed scenery with up to date
aerial images. lets go party or chill at the beach or just enjoy the beautiful scenery of ibiza and

formentera. the following imagery was taken between july 2018 and february 2019. scenery was
built for fsx, fsx:se and p3d: prepar3d v3.4.2 and later and additionally v4.32. all scenery is included
in the scenery library of x-plane. both islands feature exact coastlines, mesh and aerial image with a
resolution of 50cm/pixel and even 25cm/pixel at the airport. this add-on also includes aeslite for fsx,
bringing dynamic apron traffic as well as traffic to the surroundings of the airport. in addition, it also
features marine traffic such as dynamic ship traffic and ferry services between ibiza and formentera.

static yachts and boats can be found in the bays and beaches of formentera. p3d all in one part of
fsx/p3d/fsx:se the brand new version of ibiza by simwings is now available, including the entire
archipelago with up to date aerial images. lets go party or chill at the beach, or just enjoy the

beautiful scenery of ibiza and formentera.
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